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HI THERE AND WELCOME, 

No matter what industry you are in, finding the

right way to connect and engage with your

target client can be challenging. In fact, without

the right tools, strategies and planning - it’s darn

right impossible. Marketing isn’t as simple as it

used to be. Your work might be impeccable,

your networking skills phenomenal and your

word of mouth references are on point. Yet,

inquiries from cold contacts are few and far

between. “Why?” you ask. Likely because your

content marketing strategy isn’t up to scratch.

Architecture, construction and interior design

are no different. Yes, your design might be

flawless, but nobody can see the work that you

do if you don’t go out of your way to show them.

In a saturated market, you need to stand out

from the crowd, let them know why you’re

different, let them know why they should

explicitly work with you. It’s time to penetrate

the market, to find your exposure. Tell them

LOUD AND CLEAR; it’s you they’re looking for.

You’re the answer to their architecture,

construction or interior design problem. And,

you’re ready and available to help.

There are two things that

make a room timeless: a

sense of history and a

piece of the future. 

- Charlotte Moss

With our guide, find some inspiration and follow

our lead with our insights into actionable and

achievable ways you can take your business to

the next level in 2022. 

Speak soon, 

MARINA MRDJEN



Technology has caused a

change in traditional

communication, and with it my

career has evolved, pushing me

out of my comfort zone to learn

new tricks while I figure out the

media and marketing world

around me.

Back in 1982 at my dad's desk and his busy newsroom office 



Welcome

Creating loud and clear

messaging across the

architecture, construction

and interiors industries

2020 challenged every business in the world in

its own unique way. Undoubtedly, you have

bent backwards and forwards in every possible

direction to navigate the year just gone.

Jumping over obstacles and navigating the way

to the light can come with its challenges, and

with that, it’s common to lose overview and

vision for the year ahead.

If 2020 has taught us anything, it’s to be flexible

and expect the unexpected. Now that we know

that, we can find new and exciting ways to drive

our business to success in 2021 and beyond.

Equip yourself with the tools you need, and

jump straight in with actionable strategies that

will drive your business from start to finish of the

year ahead. 

Now, let's get started, shall we? 



2020 wasn’t only hard for you; it was difficult for your

clients, too. First things first for your marketing

strategies for 2021 - relate to your client. Share the

struggle. Understand their unique challenge and show

that you care. Making a joke about how 2020 sucked

and moving on won’t quite cut it. Some businesses will

have cut budgets, fewer projects and lost enthusiasm.

Now is your chance to adapt to their needs, relay how

you can assist, how a shared partnership can genuinely

help their business. Offer your services to the clients

who can benefit from working with you and your team

in 2021. No matter what industry your business targets,

include proper research and insights highlighting how

you understand their challenges. Create your content

directly for them and their unique obstacles to build a

trusting relationship. Make your clients understand

that your expertise is what they need to navigate the

future of their business.

Relate to
the
challenge



Having a web presence is one thing. Having a good and profitable web presence is another. While

Construction, Architecture and Interior Design are all primarily offline businesses, having a professional

online presence in 2021 is critical. 

The first place a potential customer is going to look for you is online. Please make sure you’re equipt to

give them what they want. Keep your website interested and engaging to browse. Show some of your

personality. Exhibit what makes you different. Hire a web designer that can translate your ideas into a

beautiful online masterpiece. With B2B connections, it’s imperative to stand out. Think of your future

client endlessly searching websites to find the link they need. What can you do to stand out and be seen?

What can you create to make their workday more interesting?

Get online. 
Get really
online.



Having an online presence isn’t enough. You need a brand. This

is what will make you stand out LOUD AND CLEAR. This is what

will make you memorable. Think of it as a first impression. If your

branding is mismatched, badly designed and poorly coordinated

- will a potential lead trust and hire you to create or construct

their next project? Potentially not.

 

Make your branding unique and recognizably you. However,

remember - your company will need to continuously use the

branding you choose to promote your business in the years to

come. Make sure you like how it looks, that it appeals universally

and reflects the work you do. Great use of a brand’s marketing

consistently promotes its logo, colours, story, mission and values

in distinctive ways throughout its marketing materials.

Brand your
business

34% of B2B
marketing teams
say sales and
marketing
misalignment is
the biggest
obstacle to
converting leads



MARKETING IS

TELLING THE

WORLD YOU’RE A

ROCK STAR.

CONTENT

MARKETING  IS

SHOWING THE

WORLD YOU ARE

ONE.
ROBERT  ROSE

https://twitter.com/Robert_Rose?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor


Define 
your
expertise
From here, you need to find your path and define it. While

researching your business, your reader/viewer should

instantly understand your expertise and niche. Across all

marketing, it should be loud and clear where you excel

from the moment they view said marketing material. No

grey areas, no ‘I think this is what they do’. Clear, defined,

transparent. That is what makes the best advances in B2B

marketing, especially within construction, architecture and

interior design.

29% of
Google
users only
visit one
page from
the search
results

While defining your expertise is infinity important,

establishing who you are as a business is a must. We have

all seen the generic ‘about us’ page, which states the years

of experience, awards won, ability to deliver work on time,

within budget, without hassle. Copy and paste to the next

site, and nobody would notice. As a business, who are you

really? What makes you different from your competitor?

Why choose you over the next? Give your ‘about us’ page

some personality - tell a little about your passion, why you

established the business, what makes your company

genuinely different, what makes you tick. This is your

opportunity to develop a genuine connection with your

reader - use it wisely. 

Really, who
are you?



Work
on
your
SEO

If SEO is something you’ve heard of, but you’re struggling to understand where to start - that’s okay.

There are countless professionals, agencies and freelance experts, who can help you navigate ways to

boost your SEO and show up where you need to be seen. In essence, SEO is all about finding the

keywords and phrases your target client will search for online. Once you have figured that out, you will

need to create content that will lead them to your site repeatedly. The more optimized content you

have on your website, the greater your chance of landing an incredible lead through an online search.

Showing up in the top three results when someone searches for ‘best office interior designer in the

[your area]’ or ‘reliable construction company [your area]’ is what you should aim to boost your online

leads to the highest level in 2022.

The majority
(89%) of B2B
researchers
gather
information
about
potential
purchases
through the
internet



There are multiple ways to drive traffic to your website.

Creating engaging content is a must to find new streams of

client’s online. Videos and articles are some of the best

methods. Essentially driving traffic takes many different

forms. The best results come from utilizing as many

techniques as possible to get your audience back to your

website. This will result in more leads contacting you about

your service.

Drive traffic

Whether you’re working in construction, architecture or

interior design, the best way to boost your content marketing

is by providing valuable written content on your website.

Linking back to the last two points, writing a useful blog will

increase traffic on your website and enable you to show up in

the different searches your potential clients are viewing. This

type of content is essential to establish excellent

communication between you and your client about your work

methods, and it also helps when looking to build a following

online. If you cannot invest in other content marketing

methods right now, this is the easiest route to go with to get

your content marketing strategy in motion in 2022.

Write blog
posts and
articles

Listicles 218% more

shares than “how to”

tutorial-style posts
0 50 100 150 200 250

List post 

Why post 

Infographic 

How to Post 



To attract leads with a further reach than your own website, consider writing

blogs for third party sites. When you post a blog or article to a popular design

website or architecture publication, your name and work shows up in places it

may have never appeared before. At the beginning of each article, include a

link to your website and establish your job title. If a reader enjoys your insights

and writing style, they will click to find out more, resulting in them ending up

on your website or reaching out to you to find out more about how you can

help them. By taking this route, you boost your credibility and promote

yourself as a respected expert in your field.

Be a guest writer on
other websites



Reach out to
publications to
be interviewed
If you are not overly comfortable with the written word, another option to

consider would be reaching out to local publications to see if they would be

interested in creating a promotional piece about you and your company with an

interview-style article. Articles like these gain more traction than a static

advertisement. It is shareable across your social channels and offers an excellent

method to generate traffic and leads through a subtle, effective content

marketing strategy. Ensure your contact details and website are visible within

the article and offer a unique angle that would engage your intended audience.

Use professional and high-quality images to support the piece that showcases

your niche, design style, and personality.

Create
video
content
While all blog content styles are fantastic

for driving traffic to your website, video

content works wonders for thoroughly

engaging your audience.

PR and
news-
related
blogs
receive
double the
organic
traffic than
educational
blogs



7 in 10 B2B 

buyers watch

videos

throughout

their sales

journey
89% of business-related

video views are done via

desktop

Make sure your video is in a traditional

desktop format so that your B2B

contacts can view your videos hassle-

free from their desk.



Video
portfolio

As a business in the construction, architecture or interior design sector, a video portfolio

will work wonders for your marketing. You are showing your target audience what you can

do rather than telling them. If you’re working on an exciting project, or simply a project

that you believe could be an incredible portfolio piece for the long term, consider shooting

little videos throughout the process. These can be just shots of different stages that you

formulate into a video at a later stage. It’s easy to watch for a business that is searching for

a company like yours. It brings a new level of transparency to your process and creates a

sense of trust in your approach and professionalism.



Explainer
videos
If you have a section of your business you would like

to break down for your clients thoroughly include a

little explainer video on your webpage. An explainer

video could be as short as 30 seconds. It should clear

up any potential buyer's questions about a particular

service you offer within your specific construction or

design sector. With this type of content marketing,

you help them decide on a purchase instantly. You

are automatically working in your own favour, as you

turn a potential customer into a definite sale.

Video
testimonials

More than half of buyers think video
is the most useful form of content

If you have a good working relationship with a client, ask them if they can

give you a testimonial via video that you can include in a promo or portfolio

video in the future. It can be as simple as including one sentence. Everyone

loves a trustworthy referral, including a tiny snippet from a satisfied

customer could be the difference between receiving a call or email

inquiring about a project or not. Make sure that the testimonial clearly

shows how the client benefited from your design or build services.
Client testimonial for Motif Interiors' recently 
completed office project, produced by Intelier

*not affiliated, just showing a good example  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CUKXRJlpq3K/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://youtu.be/0ZXW_vxA0Os
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5kUOlhZMaR8&feature=emb_title


Video  case 
 studies

Promo
videos

Video case studies engage viewers

better and faster than traditional

text-based case studies. They are

also great tools for architects and

interior designers looking to attract

new clients and generate more

leads. By using video, you add a

personal element that’s difficult to

achieve with a written case studies.

Interviewing clients in case study

videos humanizes your work and

allows potential customers to better

understand your designe process

and how your services solve real

problems.

Video case study 
The Gargrash mosque by Dabbagh Architects

L&C Recrutiment promotional video; produced by Intelier

How can you communicate more effectively with

your potential clients? Businesses within the

design and build sectors that wish to grow are

embracing promo videos more and more as

technology becomes an increasingly integral part

of their lives.

James McQuivey's book 'How Video Will Take Over

The World' concludes that if a picture is worth a

thousand words, then a video is worth 1.8 million.

The versatility of video as a medium for sharing

information is almost limitless since it combines

sound, pictures, and words.

https://vimeo.com/326183642
https://vimeo.com/383781995
https://youtu.be/Ms4LBHLmSOg


Podcast
your way
to success

Podcast
listeners  

have grown
37.5% in 

3 years

Podcasts have increased in

popularity exponentially in the

past years. People listen in their

cars, their homes, before bed,

commuting to work, at the

office - just about anywhere.

Creating a podcast is an

excellent way to boost your

content marketing if you have

the means and drive to do so.

It’s a perfect setting for thought

leadership and inspiration, for

really connecting with your

target audience and separating

yourself from the crowd. If

recording your own isn’t an

option, it’s often not, try and

secure a guest spot on a design

or architecture podcast.

By being a guest on a podcast, you gain access to

an array of podcast listeners who previously may

have never known of you or your work - it opens

up opportunities and connections in previously

unexplored ways. Ensure that you get the right

exposure while being a guest, ask for a link to your

website to be placed in the episode’s bio and for

the host to mention your business name when

introducing you to the show.



Build your
social
presence
Social media is an invaluable tool to reach potential clients

and communicate with past and present connections

when done correctly. The best social media platform to use

depends on your niche skillset and target audience. Having

some consistent presence across the board is helpful. It can

showcase your company’s consistent professionalism and

gives potential clients plenty of options to discover you in a

variety of different ways. Pick a couple of platforms that

could generate leads for you in the future, create and fine-

tune your presence. Every platform gets more comfortable

to navigate with a little time, so stick with it and see what

works for your company.

As a platform for professionals, it’s anything but surprising

that this may be one of the main ways a B2B contact will

organically find you. Maximizing your LinkedIn potential is

essential. Just like your website, you can create and

publish content on your company’s profile. From there,

you can engage with comments, request engagement

from your team members (to boost a post) and find

suitable contacts who might share your content to places

that would be helpful for your business. LinkedIn is often

an undervalued platform. However, it is priceless when it

comes to B2B contact generation.

LinkedIn

84% of
experienced
buyers are
influenced by
social media

https://www.linkedin.com/company/aesg/?feedView=all
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aesg/?feedView=all
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aesg/?feedView=all


Facebook can be a helpful way to direct leads to

your website. While it may not be the first place a

B2B lead will find you, it will be where they look to

find out more. Keep your content valuable and

exciting. Engage with your audience - if someone

comments, comment back. Regularly update your

page with images of you, your team, your designs,

your constructions. Update your page with

everything that could be of value to your audience,

relating to something that is happening within your

sector. Copy links to the various content you have

created before, like your blog posts, articles, videos

or podcasts. Think of Facebook as a side door - it’s

not the main entrance to your business, but it’s

valuable to have from time to time.

Facebook

Like Facebook, Instagram may not be the first page

that a B2B contact will find your work. Yet, it’s critical

when your lead conducts some further research on

you that you have a consistent and professional

presence. On Instagram, use your best photography

skills to highlight your projects. It’s an image heavy

platform so make sure you are keeping your style

consistent and visually appealing. Other great

options on Instagram are it’s ‘live’ and ‘story’ features.

Like podcast and video content, it can be a valuable

way to connect with your audience uniquely and

intriguingly. Through these features, you could

conduct interviews of your own, do some market

research or connect with other people in your

industry. Mix it up and figure out what works best for

you.

Instagram



Creating a YouTube channel helps if you plan to

consistently post videos about your projects,

progress and general business. By creating a

YouTube channel, you will keep all your videos

in one easy to access spot for both you and your

target audience. Perhaps it’s your video content

that someone enjoys and connects with - with

one click through to your YouTube channel, they

have all the information they need without

having to navigate pages of social profiles or

scroll through your full website.

YouTube

If you need a boost to your social media marketing strategy,

consider implementing some paid ads. These ads are highly

targeted and highly cost-effective. They guarantee that you will

reach your target audience quick and effectively. If someone in

your area has recently searched for services like yours, they will

likely see your company ad pop up as an answer to their problems

next time they are online. 

Unlike traditional advertising, social media ads are cheaper as they

generally work on a pay-per-click basis. No clicks on your ad = no

payment to the provider. Set a budget limit to get you started and

see if it’s an excellent ROI for your business.

Paid ads on
social media



Google My Business is a free resource that

every business should spend some time

perfecting when they are finetuning their

marketing strategy. When you search for

something on Google, on the right-hand side,

a box will appear. Say you type in

‘Construction Dubai’ - a business name,

address, opening hours, phone number, and

website will appear. This box is everything a

client needs to contact you and understand

what you do within one sentence. Having the

correct information available is essential.

Ensure that your phone number (and

everything else) is consistent across every

platform/website/service you use to market

your business. Having this consistency will

boost your SEO and turn more leads into

returns. Contacting you should be as simple as

possible for your clients - give them the tools

they need to find you, hassle-free.

Google
my
business



Create a
newsletter
An email marketing campaign or newsletter can generate a lot

of leads fast. The only catch is that you need to have their email

address to contact them. Collecting email addresses on your

website, and socials is pretty straightforward to build up a

database to generate further leads via email. Within your

newsletter, you can combine your best content. Offer links to

further blogs, videos and media related to your business. In

every email sent, you should be putting your best foot forward -

as if you are pitching to your dream client. These emails keep

you contacts warm and further leads within reach. You may not

hear a direct response to your email campaign, but trust that

someone out there is reading precisely what you need them to

read right now to turn them into a client of yours.

Email newsletters
are the best ways
to convert leads,
according to 31%

of B2B marketers



With all that said, keeping your contacts warm in an

effort for new business leads can be a full-time job in

itself. Throughout your social media and email

campaigns try to generate as much of the content as you

can in advance. Redistribute the content at intervals,

share a video you created six months ago in a social

media post or share a podcast you recorded in the last

three months to your newsletter. 

Creating new content every email blast is challenging so

simply reinvent the content you have in a new way to

market strategically consistently.

Learn to
nurture
your
leads

Whether you’re in construction, architecture or interior

design, sharing a case study is an example of perfect

content to secure a lead. This is not a shiny portfolio of

your finished products - it’s a step by step insight into

what working with you is like and what the outcome will

potentially be. You can produce case studies in whatever

way your company is most comfortable. It could be a

series of brochures or guides that you post to your

website. It could be video snippets from the progress of

your project. It could be a series of articles that are

artistically designed together for distribution. Keep them

filed together in one place and strategically placed

throughout your website and socials. You can reuse case

studies in so many ways for effective marketing. 

Invest in
case
study
content



Share 
your
knowledge

As an expert in your field, the knowledge you have is invaluable. Sharing your expertise could be

the key to your expert content marketing strategy in 2022. Consider piecing together a free

ebook directed at your intended audience. It could be something that gets their ideas flowing

and enthusiasm growing when it comes to working on a project. If you are an interior designer

with a primary focus on hotels and restaurants, you could put together a 5-page guide on

brainstorming the style direction for a new restaurant. If you are a construction consultant that

helps clients and businesses repurpose buildings, consider a quick video about initial things to

look out for when viewing a building for XYZ purpose. Your knowledge is your best quality - show

it at every opportunity you can.

Reviews
speak
volumes

What you say about your business is excellent

content; what a previous client says about

your business is golden content. No matter

the platform, no matter the format - never

stop asking your clients to review you and

leave a permanent report on your work. A

cold contact will read your website, view your

videos and engage with your content to

figure out who you are; they will read your

reviews to hear who you really are and what

you’re like to work with. One sentence review

could result in a hundred sales - nurture your

contacts enough that they want to review

your work and tell the world of the great job

you did on their project.



Invest in
your 
online
reputation

With that said, reviews can naturally be a

tricky slope to navigate. People have the

autonomy to say what they want about

your business and automatically have a

public platform to post their thoughts. This

is why you need to invest your time in your

online reputation. 

Respond to reviews and share real

testimonials across your platforms so that

your leads are reading all the great words

people have said about your work.

Directing the traffic in the best direction for

you is essential maintenance for your

ongoing content marketing strategy.

Outsource
for added
success
Knowing you can’t do it all on your own is half the battle. If

any of the options for strategically marketing your business

seem beyond your capability, source the help you need.

Many agencies and freelancers specialize in content creation

and development, destined to save you a lot of stress and

time. Make a plan for the sections you need added help and

find an expert to get the job done.

Half of B2B marketing teams
outsource at least one
content marketing activity



Make a
plan

In the end, a great content

marketing strategy starts with a

plan and ends with tangible

results. Start with a list filled with

achievable goals, get started and

tick them off one by one. As

creatives working in Construction,

Architecture and Interior Design

and little goes a long way when it

comes to planning. 

Our vision is impeccable, and with

a little structure and drive,

anything is possible. Take action,

see results. Let’s get the content

rolling and the leads secured

throughout 2022.



There
you
have it

You've just read 30 different

actions to fuel your marketing

strategy in 2022. 

Get started. 

Make a plan. 

Adapt with the times. 

If you have any questions or

require any guidance in your B2B

marketing strategy, contact us

directly.

t: +971 52 6123340

e: marina@weareintelier.com

w: weareintelier.com

https://www.instagram.com/weareintelier/
http://linkedin.com/in/weareintelier
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZvLH5hlRDsR01PGWK5ZsHg
https://www.twitter.com/IntelierWe
https://www.facebook.com/weareintelier

